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Chapter 1 : (Important) GTA Vice City Game ðŸŽ®: Cheats Codes ðŸ•µ for Everything You Can Do - Tech
Grand Theft Auto: Vice City (GTA Vice City) is the fourth game released in the Grand Theft Auto series of games and,
despite having been released back in , it is still one of the most popular games in the series. This page includes a list of
walkthroughs, cheat codes, and Easter eggs to improve and expand your gameplay.

Vice City is an action-adventure game played from a third-person perspective. The player controls the
criminal Tommy Vercetti and completes missionsâ€”linear scenarios with set objectivesâ€”to progress
through the story. It is possible to have several active missions running at one time, as some missions require
the player to wait for further instructions or events. The player uses melee attacks, firearms and explosives to
fight enemies. The firearms include weapons such as the Colt Python , an M60 machine gun and a Minigun.
On the meter, the displayed stars indicate the current wanted level, and the higher the level, the greater the
response for law enforcement [4] for example, at the maximum six-star level, police helicopters and military
swarm to lethally dispatch players. As the player completes missions for different gangs, fellow gang
members will often defend the player, while rival gang members will recognise the player and subsequently
shoot on sight. While free roaming the game world, the player may engage in activities such as a vigilante
minigame, a fire fighting activity, and a taxi cab service. Completion of these activities grants the player with
context-specific rewards. Each commercial property has a number of missions attached to it, such as
eliminating competition or stealing equipment; once all missions are complete, the property begins to generate
an ongoing income available for the player. When Tommy and his bodyguards arrive in Vice City, crooked
lawyer Ken Rosenberg William Fichtner takes them in his car to the docks, the site of the deal. They are
ambushed by several masked men, who kill their bodyguards. After Ken returns to his office, Tommy drives
back to his hotel and informs Sonny, promising him under the threat of consequences to get back the drugs
and money and kill whoever was responsible for the ambush. Expressing regret for the matter, Cortez
promises to help Tommy find out who masterminded the ambush plot. In the process of finding leads, Tommy
meets Kent Paul Danny Dyer , who leads Tommy to one of the participants in the ambush. Cortez soon voices
his suspicion that Diaz might have organised the ambush. Tommy also earns the respect and friendship of
Mitch Baker Lee Majors , a leader of a biker gang, whose bikers work alongside the Cubans to become
protectors of Vercetti family business. Tommy also expands his empire by purchasing assets in nearly
bankrupt companies and turning them back into competitive businesses. Tommy quickly disposes of them and
decides to sever his ties with the Forelli family. Sonny arrives at his estate with a small army of mafiosi and
demands his mob tribute under the threat of force. As Tommy attempts to give the tribute in counterfeit
money, Sonny reveals that he set Tommy up fifteen years prior, resulting in his prison sentence. Angered at
this betrayal, Tommy chases and ridicules Lance before killing him for his treachery. Heading through his
estate, the gun battle eventually culminates in Tommy killing Sonny and his remaining army once and for all.
When Ken arrives, he is shocked and worried by the events, but Tommy reassures him that everything is fine,
having finally established himself as the undisputed crime kingpin of Vice City. In the post-credits gameplay,
Tommy receives greeting phone calls from Paul and Cortez. Upon further discussion, the team decided to
make this concept a stand-alone game, which became Vice City. The television series Miami Vice â€”89 was
also a major influence and was regularly watched by the team throughout development. The team organised
field research trips to Miami shortly after the development of Grand Theft Auto III, splitting into small teams
and observing the streets. List of Grand Theft Auto: Liotta described the role as challenging: For the
characters, the team used motion capture and stop motion animation techniques; cutscenes use the former,
while gameplay movements use a combination of both techniques. The team encountered difficulty in
animating motorcycle animations, due in part to the variety of models. There are unique pedestrian models
throughout the game world alongside roughly 50 story characters; each character is rendered using twice the
amount of polygons and textures found in Grand Theft Auto III. Producer and talk show host Lazlow Jones
stated that the small percentage of station listeners that actually call in are "insane"; in Vice City, the team
"bumped it up a notch", emphasising the extremity. Dan Houser felt that the talk stations give depth to the
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Chapter 2 : Grand Theft Auto: Vice City Cheats - GameSpot
agar aap bhi gta vice city game khalte hai. or aap gme ke kuch hidden feature use karna chahta hai to is article ko padh
kar aap gta vice city game cheats code le sakte hai. cheats code se aap apni game ko interesting bana sakte hai. gta
game cheats code se aap apni game ko or jayda intersting bana sakte hai.

Once you get airborne, fly down through the top the El Corrupto Bank. If you did this correctly, you can fly
through underworld. It has a VCN Mavrick on it. Look east and see a greyish building. Look at the
non-realistic window on the left of it. All you have to do is start on the opposite side of the Heliport and run to
the other and jump through the window. Ockeroid Get to mainland at start of game requires previous save on
mainland If you plan to start the game again then this is a helpful glitch. Start a mission on the mainland and
kill yourself. As soon as you gain control of tommy kill him. Whatever you do, do not start any missions.
When you get up at the hospital get straight in the taxi. It will take you to your mission location on the second
island. Once on the second island, you can not do any missions, nor can you get back onto the start area.
Randomer Change The Moon Size There are 7 different sizes. St0nedf0rLyfeX More Cars In Garages To get
more cars or bikes in your garages simply park a vehicle so it jams the door being half in the garage, half out
and drive more vehicles in. Walk up to a car with a person in it and steal it. During the animation in which
tommy pulls the person out and gets in, enter the blow up all cars cheat. The car will explode and you will be
unhurt, and the car will be flaming enter the health cheat to stop the car from burning, I enter it twice to assure
it works and you are now driving around in a 3 wheeled burnt car. This also works in GTA 3 Contributed by:
When this glitch has been done, it is impossible to get hit off your bike by another vehicle, or anyhting else.
You can also pull off flips due to this glitch, as well as gaining other big insane bonuses. To activate this
glitch, all you really need to do is jump on a bike at the same time as picking up a clothes pickup. Get to a
Clothes Pickup 2. Place your bike in the middle of the clothes pickup, then position your bike so that the
clothes pickup is sticking further out than the other side. Get on the side that has the clothes pickup not
sticking out as much, and jump on the bike. You should still be standing while the bike is in between you.
When you accelerate the bike, you will run while the bike goes forward. There are also other ways to do this,
like drop kicking on the bike. It might be easier if you devise your own strategy. This glitch is hard to get
done, so it will take a lot of practice. Also, PCJ s are the easiest for this. One good place to morph is at the
Clothes Pickup on top of the Hyman Condo. You may also want to use the North Point Mall, since there is
two pickups there, and you can go back and forth if you fail to make this glitch work. Now you will be able to
do flips and crash into other objects with out falling of your bike. This glitch will stay activated until the bike
catches on fire and eventually blows up. To deactivate this glitch, just simply get off, shoot a weapon, or make
a heavy turn or brake. If you did it right the car will float in the air with you standing on it allowing you to
shoot people from it. If the tire is shot out or if the car explodes the car will fall from the sky. First cause a fire,
possibly by throwing molotov cocktails nearby. Next, run into the the fire so you are in flames. Now, press the
lock on button and your Ruger will lock on to your enemies. Moochthemonkey Drive any vehicle during Dirt
Ring On the day of the dirt ring event drive the vehicle of your choice to the stadium. Exit the vehicle, activate
the race and push the enter car button simutaneously. If done correctly when the mission starts you should be
in your vehicle where you are usually standing. You will have unlimited time to play around. Works great
with other bikes and the Caddy. From the start back up or turn around and drive for 10 seconds on the clock
and make a good road block. Then wait for him to appear and use the sniper rifle to shoot him in the head. If
your lucky the door will be open. If it is locked you can push it to one of your garages then let the garage
close. If the car is already unlocked drive it to a garage first, get out and let the garage close to permanently
unlock the doors. At the last moment, bail out. Your car will go inside while you stay outside. Now go in the
mansion and you will be able to drive around inside. Then get a lot of girls to follow you. When you shoot at
someone, they will go after that person too. Dukenuke Super Stoppie Trick With this code you can pull a
limitless stoppie. To do so, steal a Faggio. Then get on a straight road, and then gain a good amount of speed.
Stick yourself in the stoppie position Push left analog stick up and hold down Square and R1 , and when you
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have a good stoppie, immediately release Square and R1 and hold down X. You should be able to pull a
limitless stoppie, provided you can keep the Faggio straight. When the race begins drive your Hotring into the
black garage that the cars spawn from. Drive the car to the back of the garage on the right side right against the
wall. This will stop any cars spawning throughout the race. Now back onto the track and take out your Mini
Gun. Face the oncoming traffic and use its auto aim feature to blow up every car that comes your way. When
the cars stop coming. Go back into the garage, hop back into you car and finish the race, opponent free. It
doesnt matter who, but they must be big fat guy-motorcycle guy-etc. This secret is best used with locked cars,
you can break off the door. There is a glitch that makes the cops unable to come up there. Then, find any
rampage. Take out the gun you want to double the ammo in. Then, start the rampage. When you fail, your gun
will have twice as much ammunition than when you started. This is very useful particularly in the earlier
stages of the game. Sundar Subramaniam Jumping over fences When driving a vehicle during game play pull
up along side a fence or short wall with driverside against the fence and press triangle to exit and you will be
on the other side of the fence. This is great for getting away from the police or gangs.
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Chapter 3 : Grand Theft Auto: Vice City Cheats, Codes, Cheat Codes, Walkthrough, Guide, FAQ, Unlockab
GTA Vice City Cheat Codes Complete List All Cheat Codes updated list to get unlimited resources such as Helicopter,
Bike, Unlimited different cars, AirPlane, Arms, Health, Money, Cash.

When this glitch has been done, it is impossible to get hit off your bike by another vehicle, or anyhting else.
You can also pull off flips due to this glitch, as well as gaining other big insane bonuses. To activate this
glitch, all you really need to do is jump on a bike at the same time as picking up a clothes pickup. Get to a
Clothes Pickup 2. Place your bike in the middle of the clothes pickup, then position your bike so that the
clothes pickup is sticking further out than the other side. Get on the side that has the clothes pickup not
sticking out as much, and jump on the bike. You should still be standing while the bike is in between you.
When you accelerate the bike, you will run while the bike goes forward. There are also other ways to do this,
like drop kicking on the bike. It might be easier if you devise your own strategy. This glitch is hard to get
done, so it will take a lot of practice. Also, PCJ s are the easiest for this. One good place to morph is at the
Clothes Pickup on top of the Hyman Condo. You may also want to use the North Point Mall, since there is
two pickups there, and you can go back and forth if you fail to make this glitch work. Now you will be able to
do flips and crash into other objects with out falling of your bike. This glitch will stay activated until the bike
catches on fire and eventually blows up. To deactivate this glitch, just simply get off, shoot a weapon, or make
a heavy turn or brake. Then, find any rampage. Take out the gun you want to double the ammo in. Then, start
the rampage. When you fail, your gun will have twice as much ammunition than when you started. Exit the
vehicle, activate the race and push the enter car button simutaneously. If done correctly when the mission
starts you should be in your vehicle where you are usually standing. You will have unlimited time to play
around. Works great with other bikes and the Caddy. Walk up to a car with a person in it and steal it. During
the animation in which tommy pulls the person out and gets in, enter the blow up all cars cheat. The car will
explode and you will be unhurt, and the car will be flaming enter the health cheat to stop the car from burning,
I enter it twice to assure it works and you are now driving around in a 3 wheeled burnt car. When the race
begins drive your Hotring into the black garage that the cars spawn from. Drive the car to the back of the
garage on the right side right against the wall. This will stop any cars spawning throughout the race. Now back
onto the track and take out your Mini Gun. Face the oncoming traffic and use its auto aim feature to blow up
every car that comes your way. When the cars stop coming. Go back into the garage, hop back into you car
and finish the race, opponent free. Start a mission on the mainland and kill yourself. As soon as you gain
control of tommy kill him. Whatever you do, do not start any missions. When you get up at the hospital get
straight in the taxi. It will take you to your mission location on the second island. Once on the second island,
you can not do any missions, nor can you get back onto the start area. This is great for getting away from the
police or gangs. There is a glitch that makes the cops unable to come up there. First cause a fire, possibly by
throwing molotov cocktails nearby. Next, run into the the fire so you are in flames. Now, press the lock on
button and your Ruger will lock on to your enemies. Once you get airborne, fly down through the top the El
Corrupto Bank. If you did this correctly, you can fly through underworld. If you did it right the car will float in
the air with you standing on it allowing you to shoot people from it. If the tire is shot out or if the car explodes
the car will fall from the sky.
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Chapter 4 : PC Cheats - GTA: Vice City Wiki Guide - IGN
So guys, I successfully made a post on "(Important) GTA Vice City Game ðŸŽ®: Cheats Codes ðŸ•µ for Everything You
Can Do, GTA Vice City, GTA Vice city cheat codes, GTA vice cheats, GTA vice city pc cheats, list of all cheat code of
GTA vice city

Vice City, the game of ruthless criminals and fast cars, packs more action during the first few hours than you
can find in the most games. It improves upon its previous game in the series and expands on the themes and
concept found in there. It manages to fix minor issues and add lots of new abilities and items, which complete
this stylish and enjoyable game. However, the frame rate has a tendency to bog down when you are in a
middle of the hassle with the police, making your escape much harder. Vice City has a different, more
polished appearance. The characters are significantly better looking, and animations look great as for the time
the game was released. The draw distance is much farther out this time. Nearby buildings are laced with neon,
which glows nicely at night. Plus, there are lots of great little touches like the glint of the sunshine off the
windows of the cars. But Rockstar has been working hard in this department and delivered nice additions to
already great concept. The obvious addition is the inclusion of various motorcycles among all the vehicles on
the road. There is a decent variety of two-wheelers in the Vice City, including street bikes, mopeds, big hogs,
and dirt bikes. Each bike handles differently from another. A basic street bike is a nice mix of speed and
maneuverability. Big choppers are harder to steer, though they have ludicrous top speeds. You will get tossed
off a bike in almost any collision, which costs you a bit of health or armor. It makes them pretty much useless
in situations that involve the police. However, they are incredibly handy for the missions that require speed.
Plus, you can pull a lot of cool tricks on them. You can also do a bit of flying in the game. After a few major
plot points, you will open the west half of the city, which is locked at the beginning due to a hurricane
warning. There is a few player actions have been added to Vice city as well. For example, you can lock
Tommy in a crouched position, which lets you take cover behind objects and also improves your shooting
accuracy. Besides, you can dive out of moving vehicles, which is handy for escaping a burning vehicle,
ditching bikes or cars into the ocean, or ramming your empty car into other cars. The same as wrecking a
motorcycle, diving out of a car causes a bit of bodily harm. You can go into your hotel and sprint all the way
upstairs to your room. Plus, you are free to enter a nightclub, the Vice City mall, a strip club, and a bunch of
other buildings. There are load times before entering a building, but they are pretty brief. Such parts can be
simple extensions like having to visit a shop after pulling the main job. However, the main part of the missions
requires the use of more advanced tactics. A lot of vehicles drive looser on the road and seem to get knocked
much easier. So, you will see many car-flipping and explosion-filled action during the entire gaming
experience. And if you have a flat tire after some shootout, handling becomes an even bigger problem.
Missions are not a necessity here. You can just explore the city, find new vehicles, weapons, punch people to
take their money, etc. There are no additional purchases required. Conclusion GTA Vice City is not a perfect
game, but it propels you past the weaknesses so quickly that you will only begin to notice dull spots once you
purposely start looking for things to criticize. During the game, you feel like you are pulled into the exciting
experience with a fun plot, challenging missions and authentic Miami environment. Conclusion Overall,
Grand Theft Auto: Vice City provides you with a compelling story and adds enough gameplay content to the
existing formula to engage players.
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Chapter 5 : Grand Theft Auto: Vice City - Wikipedia
Aim for the Helipad on top of the Vice City-News Station (on the second Island). Sometimes there is the VCN Mavrick on
the Helipad. The building on the right has a hallow wall so you can go through it.

On this website you can see GTA cheats and many more. Where filmstars and millionaires do their best to
avoid the dealers and gangbangers. His mother has been murdered, his family has fallen apart and his
childhood friends are all heading towards disaster. On his return to the neighborhood, a couple of corrupt cops
frame him for homicide. CJ is forced on a journey that takes him across the entire state of San Andreas, to
save his family and to take control of the streets. Now San Andreas, a new chapter in the legendary series.
About the game Gta: But as time goes on Niko comes into his own, and his experience on the wrong side of
the tracks proves more valuable than he could have ever imagined as he fights for survival and later
supremacy on the crime ridden streets of Liberty City. Liberty City Stories is perhaps the first attempt to
recreate a true, current-generation Grand Theft Auto experience on a portable system. Like the nameless hero
of GTA III, Toni is something of a patsy, content to do what other people tell him to do, with little ambition or
desires of his own, outside of the ever-present desire to make more money. London An interesting â€” if
tongue-in-cheek â€” bit of speculation is up at MCV about the possibility of a Grand Theft Auto title across
the pond. The glitz-addled world could be a little dose of Vice City-style mayhem. According to Rockstar
Games founder Sam Houser, expect a "focus on high-end night life. Episodes from Liberty City. Perhaps this
really is the future of game publishing: On a side note, we wonder if this bit of pre-E3 info is a sign of E to
come. Will the lousy economy equal more DLC and less standalone content? We shall see soon enough.
Thank you for browsing my web. All rights reserved from to by the Author Znerol.
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Chapter 6 : all cheats cheats for Grand Theft Auto: Vice City on PC
These codes can be entered through game controllers or keyboards, or, in the case of GTA Vice City, they can also be
entered through a separate cheat device. Cheat Codes for GTA Vice City Below is a non-exhaustive list of GTA Vice
City cheat codes.

Walk in and turn right up the stairs. This will earn you a four star wanted level. The rest is in the room with
the elevator, on the right side. Then jump off the balcony and run out. Edit Ammo Trick If you pick up the
regular shotgun at your hidout from starfish island and then go out and find the spas or benelli shotgun out in
the city, your 50 shells from the regular shotgun will be transfered to the new upgraded gun you picked up. If
you were to pick up the upgraded shotgun without doing this you would only recieve 20 or so shells but this
way you get roughly This trick works with other guns also that share simular bullets. Edit Bullet Proof Cars
Admiral. Also fire-proof, explosion-proof, and collision-proof. The Admiral is the white car Diaz drives in the
cut-scene. Naturally, you will need to purchase property that has a garage first. The news building is by the
northern bridge entrance on the west island. You can enter the door of the news building and head up to the
roof. Make a sprinting jump through the window and you should see an empty room with an easter egg in the
middle. Check out the bathroom in apartment 3c and compare it to the movie. Edit Beach Ball Go to Starfish
island. When heading west, go into the first house on the right. In the empty pool there is a beach ball. When
you run into it, it will bounce. Bounce it on your head and numbers will appear. The trick is to always be in
the shadow of the ball. Edit Buy Companies Wisely An advantage of buying expensive companies rather than
smaller ones first is you can get more money in return. First, take the Comet nearby and drive it next to the
fence. Get out and jump onto the car. Jump onto the fence, and then jump onto the second fence at a diagonal
angle and drop down past it. You will make it into the golf course with all your weapons. This trick can be
useful for the " Four Iron " mission. Now keep firing while accelerating and you will go a lot faster. GO up to
the rock and stop your boat get the sniper rifle in the cheat and look down on the rocks you will see a man in
boxers with concrete on his feet. Edit Reduced Felony If you want to kill cops without receiving a load of
wanted stars, use the main blade of a helicopter and angle it so that the blade hits them. You accrue less
"wanted points" this way. Drive up next to a hooker and wait. At this point, drive to a quiet spot and let the
magic happen. The car will start rocking, and your "health" will grow from to Your pocketbook will take a hit
though. This health-up only works until the next time you die.
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Chapter 7 : GTA: GTA: Vice city computer cheats
This page contains a list of cheats, codes, Easter eggs, tips, and other secrets for Grand Theft Auto: Vice City for
calendrierdelascience.com you've discovered a cheat you'd like to add to the page, or have a.

Take a bike PCJ works well and ride it as fast as you can into the Pole Position Strip Club entrance way, but
before you get there hop off the bike and let it slide all the way to the end. Then enter the Pole Position and
you should be standing on or next to your bike. If it is far enough down the hall you can get on it without
having to exit the building. Once on the bike and having exited the building you can go anywhere in the game
without the distracting buildings and terrain showing up; they are all invisible. Go to the asset and to the
purchase icon in front of it. Begin a replay and, when it ends, hit Tab and the replay button at the exact same
time. Once the replay ends, you should have bought the asset, but without spending any money on it. Find the
barricades blocking you from the next island. With these located, go a fair bit away down the street so that you
have ample room to reach maximum speed. You can take a motorbike and attempt to slowly ride up the grates.
Drive the motorbike towards the club entrance in this case and dismount before actually entering, letting the
bike drive and crash inside. Enter the building and then get on the bike. You can then drive outside. Using this
glitch, you can use the minimap to navigate. Get a Motorcycle and park it half way into the entrance
preferably of to the side. Get another Motorcycle or a car nearby and drive it into the garage. Hop on the
Motorcycle thats parked halfway and drive that in too. Now you have 2 Vehicles in your garage! The weapon
should already be reloaded. This makes it easier when in a gang battle. Make a quick replay at that spot and
finish the mission as normal. At later times, you can use this replay to trigger the Rampage from a distance.
This will allow you to take the same mission at multiple simultaneous times or multiple different missions all
together. If you take the same mission several times, the spawns for cars and stuff used in that mission will
essentially respawn instantly on each other; for example, in "Jury Fury", the cars of your victims stack on each
other and quick explode from massive damage.
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Cheat Codes. While playing the game or at the pause menu, enter one of the following codes to activate the
corresponding cheat function. If you entered the code correctly, a message "Cheat Activated" will appear.

Take a bike PCJ works well and ride it as fast as you can into the Pole Position Strip Club entrance way, but
before you get there hop off the bike and let it slide all the way to the end. Then enter the Pole Position and
you should be standing on or next to your bike. If it is far enough down the hall you can get on it without
having to exit the building. Once on the bike and having exited the building you can go anywhere in the game
without the distracting buildings and terrain showing up; they are all invisible. Go to the asset and to the
purchase icon in front of it. Begin a replay and, when it ends, hit Tab and the replay button at the exact same
time. Once the replay ends, you should have bought the asset, but without spending any money on it. Find the
barricades blocking you from the next island. With these located, go a fair bit away down the street so that you
have ample room to reach maximum speed. Get to Starfish Island Early PC-only When attempting to get to
Starfish Island too early, there are barricades blocking you, and the footpaths are blocked by a black grate.
You can take a motorbike and attempt to slowly ride up the grates. Drive the motorbike towards the club
entrance in this case and dismount before actually entering, letting the bike drive and crash inside. Enter the
building and then get on the bike. You can then drive outside. Using this glitch, you can use the minimap to
navigate. Prevent Traffic from Spawning When you play the game and get on a vehicle, if you look backwards
when driving, no traffic will spawn in front of you. Get a Motorcycle and park it half way into the entrance
preferably of to the side. Get another Motorcycle or a car nearby and drive it into the garage. Hop on the
Motorcycle thats parked halfway and drive that in too. Now you have 2 Vehicles in your garage! Quick
Reload When you are using a weapon and finish off a clip, quickly scroll the mouse wheel up, then quickly
back down to the weapon you were using. The weapon should already be reloaded. This makes it easier when
in a gang battle. Make a quick replay at that spot and finish the mission as normal. At later times, you can use
this replay to trigger the Rampage from a distance. This will allow you to take the same mission at multiple
simultaneous times or multiple different missions all together. If you take the same mission several times, the
spawns for cars and stuff used in that mission will essentially respawn instantly on each other; for example, in
"Jury Fury", the cars of your victims stack on each other and quick explode from massive damage.
Unlockables bullet proof car sabre tubro Unlockable How to Unlock Go to the mission where you must race
Hillary. When the race starts turn around and drive for about ten seconds, park your car across the street to
make a road block. Wait for Hillary to come and shoot him in the head with a sniper rifle. Bullet proof Sabre
Turbo.
Chapter 9 : Grand Theft Auto Vice City Cheats For Pc - Free Download Games With Tips
All Our Full Guides More Game Walkthroughs Cheats, Hints and Codes Questions Remember to come back to check
for more great content for Grand Theft Auto: Vice City.
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